Paper Prototype
Subject #7

Task 1

Process:
1) Chose Artifact Type > Ceramics/Pottery
2) Next step, typed “fish” in “search within results”
3) Clicked on map to zoom to get an idea of location and # of artifacts at that location
4) Then clicked on a vessel
5) Clicked on Grave # to see other things from the Grave

Comments:
Artifact Detail Page
- Liked link to other items from current screen
- Would like be able to change view styles. For example, artifact information can be shown as an excel style sheet to print from search results so it is easy to compare between the artifacts.
- Would like to see little more information on the initial artifact page
- Could do check boxes on search results, then convert to spread sheet to print?

Task 2

Process:
1) Clicked on one image (to go into artifact detail page)
2) Then clicked on “related documents”

Comments:
- Would like to access both PDF & full-text digital about the artifact

Task 3

Process:
1) First reaction was type “density” in search box, but no search result was provided
2) Chose Site > Chincha > Site E

Comments:
- Would like to have little boxes on map that would allow you to switch between show all artifacts

Post Paper Prototype Questionnaire
- Check out John Rick’s interactive map website (Stanford)
- Probably one of the 1st things he would do is open all categories on the menu
- Would also be interested in any photos of the site – especially photos of region and perhaps another top-level category
- Would be interested in a show all option on the menu
- Likes interactive map
- For documents – full text search would be really good; links to external sources?
- Definitely use thumbnails to scan through the database quickly
- May want to allow a bigger map (maybe independent from search results)